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ndows-7-All-Activation-Key-Or-A-Serial-
Key.zip.Q: Get user status from a

conditional statement My idea is to get the
word to determine the status from a

conditional statement, but I don't know how
this would work. So I created this question

=IF(Status=Selected,Select,Select Else
Error) So if "Status" = "Selected", the users
would select a word, else they get an error.

So If I get the row where the
status=selected, how could I do this.

Thanks in advance. A: I'd use
=IF(OR(Status=Selected),Selected,Error)
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under * the terms of the Eclipse Public
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available at * * This Source Code may also
be made available under the following *

Secondary Licenses when the conditions for
such availability set * forth in the Eclipse
Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU *
General Public License, version 2 with the
GNU Classpath * Exception [1] and GNU

General Public License, version 2 with the *
OpenJDK Assembly Exception [2]. * * [1] *
[2] * * SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR

Apache-2.0 OR GPL- c6a93da74d
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